The number, degeneracies, and symmetries of the normal modes of vibration are given for molecules in which several atoms are bonded to a central atom. Ninety-nine symmetries, including all possible structures with three to seven atoms and the more important structures of eight and nine atoms are listed in tables. The selection rules for the Raman and infrared spectra are included as well as
I
N drawing structural conclusions from observed Raman and infrared spectra, it is necessary to know the number of normal frequencies of vibration and the selection rules which characterize the various possible configurations of atoms. The theory of the number and degeneracy of the normal vibrations of symmetric molecules, first developed by Brester,! was very concisely expressed by Wigner,2 using group theory, while the selection rules for the Raman and infrared have been discussed by Placzek,3 Tisza 4 and others.
In order to provide a tabular presentation of the important results of these theories for a special class of molecules, so arranged that they may be used without any knowledge of group theory, the degeneracies, number of permitted Raman and infrared fundamentals, and the polarization properties of the Raman lines have been calculated for molecules in which two or more atoms (which may be identical or different) are attached to a single central atom. The treatment is intended to be complete up to six attached atoms; that is, every possible symmetry for such molecules is listed, even those which are not very reasonable physically. For molecules with seven and eight outer atoms, only a few of the more reasonable structures are given, since there are very few molecules of these the polarization properties of the Raman lines and the rotational structure of the vibrational bands. In a number of more important cases figures are given showing the normal modes of vibration. Many examples of molecules which are believed to possess certain of the structures are included in the tables, together with references to experimental papers dealing with them.
classes known and a very large number of possible symmetries.
The group-theoretical method used to find the number and degeneracies of the normal vibrations was described in'a previous paper,· where it was used to obtain the normal coordinates and frequency formulas for benzene. The selection rules have also been obtained by the application of group theory4 and the results checked wherever possible with the table given by Placzek. 3 (The following divergences from his results were found: p. 81 of the English translation,6 point group Spu, line labelled B I , fifth column, read "all zero but CXy"; line labelled B 2 , fifth column, "all zero but Cxx = -Cyy"; line labelled C, fifth column, "CXy = C ii = 0"; line labelled D, sixth column, "Cxx = -Cyy, Cii=O.")
In using these results in connection with experimentally observed spectra, it is necessary to take certain precautions. Thus the number of Raman lines found may not coincide with that theoretically required for two reasons: first, lines which are not forbidden by symmetry restrictions may still be so weak that they do not appear under ordinary conditions, and second, overtones and combinations may occur in special cases. The latter difficulty is one which is rather frequently observed in spite of the fact that overtones and combinations should be much less important in Raman spectra than in infrared spectra. Another phenomenon which sometimes occurs, for example in CO2 and CCl" and which causes deviations from the simple selection rules, is quantum-mechanical resonance between certain of the energy states of the molecule due to accidental coincidence or approximate coincidence of the levels corresponding to different types of vibration. This effect usually allows otherwise forbidden lines to appear in the spectrum, but it is probably'not very common.
EXPLANATION OF TABLES
The results are given in separate tables, arranged according to the number of atoms in the molecule. Thus Table I lists triatomic molecules of the type AB2 and ABB', Table II includes ABa, AB 2B', and ABB'B", etc. A is not equivalent by symmetry to any of the B's (although it may be an atom of the same element, as for example in N -N -0).
The numbering, given in the first column of the tables, is designed to indicate the number and character of the attached atoms. The figure in front of the dot gives the total number of attached atoms while the figures following the dot indicate the numbers of symmetrically related atoms. Thus 6.6 means that the molecule is AB6 in which all six B atoms are equivalent from a symmetry standpoint. 6.42 refers to AB,B 2 ', etc. When there are several molecules of the same type but of different symmetries, they are distinguished by using a, b, c, etc. The name, given in the second column, is meant to be descriptive enough to characterize the structure if possible, but in addition the coordinates of the atoms are given under the discussion of each type. The notation Rand L following the name of a structure indicates that right and left-handed forms are possible.
The column labelled I gives the point-group symmetry of the structure, the symbols being those of Schonflies,7 which represent the axes, planes and other elements of symmetry possessed by the molecule. The column headed II tells whether the molecule is a linear rotator L, a spherical top Sp (which has three equal moments of inertia), a symmetric top S (with one distinct and two equal moments of inertia), or an 7 H. Hilton, Mathematical Crystallography, Chapters V, VI. Oxford, 1903. asymmetric top A (which has three unequal moments of inertia).
The columns labelled "1, " Under I.R. is given the number of fundamental frequencies which are active in the infrared absorption spectra, the figures in parentheses being the number of these bands which are of th~ II typeS if the molecule is a symmetric top.
Finally, the last column tabulates the symmetries of the possible normal vibrations, the degrees of the factors into which the secular equation for the normal coordinate problem may be factored by the use of the symmetry of the molecule, the degeneracies of these vibrations, and the ones which are active in the Raman and infrared spectra. To illustrate: 2 R , 0, 2 R1 , lR, 22RI after 4.4d means that there are two frequencies with the symmetry of r l or AI, the first irreducible representation of the point-group V d, none with symmetry r 2 or A2, two with ra or B2, one with r, or B1, and two doubly degenerate frequencies with symmetry r5 or E I, the degeneracy being indicated by the subscript. The meaning of the term "irreducible representation" is explained in the paper on benzene already referred to.5 The order r l , r 2, etc. is that used by Wigner2 in his tabulation of the irreducible representations of the crystallographic point groups. Several point groups which do not occur in crystallography were used: namely Dcnh, CcnY, Doh, COY' C7h, C 7v, CSh, Cavand D 4d , the characters for their irreducible representations being taken from the general tables given by Tisza.
The numbers with superscript R indicate the frequencies which are active in the Raman spectrum while a superscript I on a number means that this frequency is infrared active. The numbers themselves, besides the significance given to them above, also represent the degrees of the factors of the factored secular equation. For the linear molecules, to which Wigner's tables do not apply, the notation of Tisza 4 is used for the irreducible representations. 'DISCUSSION OF RESULTS In the discussion of individual cases which is given below, the number and name of the structure is followed by the Cartesian coordinates of the different atoms, with A always at the origin. u, v, w represent parameters which are not fixed by the symmetry, while the letter 0 has been printed instead of zero. These were mostly taken from a tabulation by Nowacki 9 of the equivalent positions for the point-groups. (Two slight misprints were found in this paper; namely, in Table III Wherever possible examples are given of molecules which have been found or which might be supposed to belong to the given type. In a number of examples which seem likely to be of importance and which, so far as I know, have not been previously treated, figures are given showing the normal vibrations, derived from the symmetry restrictions yielded by the group theory. The order used in the diagrams is the same as that in the last column of the tables. Only one representative of a set of degenerate vibrations is shown. An example is Fig. 2 which shows the normal vibrations for S.32a, the trigonal bipyramid model of AB aB2'. The last column of Table  IV reads: 2 R , 0, 3 2 R1 ; 0,2 1 , 12R. Therefore the first two motions of Fig. 2 , labelled Jll and Jl2, belong to r l or AI', the first irreducible representation of Wigner's table for D ah , and since 2R has the superscript R, they are Raman active. The next three motions, Jla', Jl4', Jl6' belong to ra or E l '. They are active in both the Raman and infrared spectra and are doubly degenerate; i.e., for each of them there exists another similar motion with the same frequency, di~ering only in spatial orientation of the directions of motion. The primes on the JI'S indicate that to obtain the three true normal vibrations these three motions enclosed in the square brackets must be compounded with proportions determined by the force constants.
Many of the simpler structures listed in Tables  I-VII have been previously studied, and although it is impracticable to give all the references it is hoped that those listed will enable the others to be found.
I am very much indebted to Professor Linus Pauling for many valuable suggestions in connection with this paper. 
Symmetrical bent 2.11a
Unsymmetrical collinear 2.11b
Unsymmetrical bent (2) 7 (5) 7 (5) 3 (1) 9(6) 9(6) 6(3) 3(1) 3(1) 9(5) 9(5) 3(0) 9(4) 9(4) 9(5) 9(3) 7(3) 9(2) 9(0) LR. Sci. 19, 860 (1933 (2) 7(S) 9 (6) 12 (8) 6 (4) 8 (4) 12 (7) 12 (7) 12fS) 126) 12(4) 9(4) 12 (3) 12(0) loR.
MOLECULES WITH THREE ATOMS
. 3(1) 4 (2) 6(3) 10 S (2) 
-lv, -lv, (2) 3 (2) 7 (5) 7 (5) 7 (5) 4 (2) 8 (5) 8 (5) 9 (6) 5 (3) 11 (8) 6 (3) 6 (3) 15 (11) 15 (10) 6(2) 11 (7) 15 (10) 7 (5) 8 (5) 9 (5) 10 (5) 10 (5) 5 (2) 6 (3) 15 (9) 6(1) 6(2) 15(7) 15(7) 6(0) 15(9) 15(6) 15 (8) 15 (5) 11 (5) 15 (4) 15(0) I.R. (2) 5 (2) 5 (1) 5 (2) 7 (2) 8 (3) 6 (3) 5 (2) 7(3) 8 8 11 12 9 8(4) 13 6(2) 6 (2) 9 (4) 10 (5) 6.6g. Twisted trigonal prism. B : (ii, v, w) 6.42a. Tetragonal octahedron. B : uoo, iioo, ouo, oiio. B' : oou', ooii'. 6.42b. B : uow, iiow, ouw, oiiw. B' : oow', oow'. 6.42c. Rectangular bipyramid. B : uvo, iivo, iivo, uvo. B' : oow', oow'. 6.42d. Plane. B : uvo, iivo, iivo, uvo. B' : u'oo, ii'oo. 6.42e. B : uvw, uvw, iivw, iivw. B' : oow', oow'. 6.42f. B : uvw, uVw, iivw, iivw. B' : u'ow', ii'ow'. (CH 2hO. 6.42g. B : uvw, uVw, iivw, iivw. B': u'ow',  ii'ow'.
6.411a. Polar tetragonal octahedron. B: uow,
iiow, ouw, oiiw. B' : oow'. B" : oow". 6.33b. Plane. B : (0, v, 0). B' : (u', v', 0) 33c. Pyramid or prism. B: (0, v, w) . B': (0, v', w')(t--J3v', -tv', w')( !--J3v', -lv', w').
6.33d. Pyramid or prism. B: (0, v, w)(t--J3v, -lv, w)( -l--J3v, -tv, w). B': (u', v', w')(t--J3v' !u', -tv' -!--J3u', w') ( -!--J3v' -tu', -!v'+!--J3u', w'). 6.3111a. Trigonal bipyramid. B : (0, v, w)(t--J3v, -tv, w) ( -l--J3v, -lv, w B' : u'ow', ii'ow'. B" : ov"w", ov"w". 27T/7. 7.7h. Heptagonal pyramid. B : (0, v, w) (gv, hv, w)(jv, kv, w)(ev, fv, w)( -ev, fv, w)( -jv, kv, w) ( -gv, hv, w) . g, h, j, k, e, f as in 7.7a. 7.52a. Pentagonal bipyramid. B : (0, v, 0) (av, bY, 0) (cv, -dv, 0)( -cv, -dv, 0)( -av, by, 0). B' : (oow') (oow').
7.331a, b. B : (0, v, w)(h ' 3v, -!v, w)( -!"'3v, . -!v, w). B' : (0, v', w')(!",3v', -!v', w') (-~"'3v', -~v', w'). B" : oow". 7.421a. B : uvw, llvw, llvw, uW. B': u'ow', l1'ow'. B" : oow". 8.8a. Cube. B : uuu, 111111, lluii, uiiu, iillu, uull, ullll, iiuu. 8.8b 
4(3)
3 (1) l R ,O, I, I, I,R, 0, 22R; 0, P, 0, 1,22 1 ,2" 12. 7 (5) 4 (2) 2 RI , 0, 1, 2, 22 R1 , 3" 32R. 7 (5) 5 (2) 2 R,O, 1,2 1 ,32 1 , 22R, 32R. 7 (5) 5(1) 2 R , I, 2 R , 2"', 12"'; I, P, 1, 1,421. 7 (5) 5 (2) 2"',0, 1"',2"',22"'; 1,2 1 ,2, 1,32 1 • 14 (11) 7 (2) 3"',2 1 ,3"',3"',52"'1. 14 (11) 8 (3) 3"'1, 2, 3"', 3"', 5,"'1. 14 (11) 8 (3) 3R, 2, 3 R1 , 3"', 52Rl.
9(6) 9 3 R , 2"', 2 R , 2R; 3, 3 1 , 3 1 , 3 1 .
(l1uw)(uiiw)(pu, 0, w)(o, pii, w)(pii, o,J.w)(o, pu, w). p=-Y2. 8.8e. Plane tetragonal octagon. B : uvo, iivo, iivo, uVo, vll0, vuo, vuo, vll0. 8.8f. Tetragonal parallelopiped. B: uow, iiow, 110w, uow, oiiw, ouw, ouw, oiiw. 8.8g. Twisted cube. B: uvw, llvw, llvw, uvw, viiw, VUW, vuw, viiw. 8.8h. Tetragonal odangular pyramid. B: uvw, iivw, iivw, uvw, viiw, vuw, vuw, viiw. 8.8i. Twisted tetragonal parallelopiped. B : uvw, iivw, iiw, uvw, viiw, vuw, vuw, viiw. 8.8j. Rectangular parallelopiped. B : uvw, iivw, iivw, uvw, llw, uvw, uvw, iivw. 
